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Jersey Girl 
Peggy Bourjiaily

I don’t know why, but I always thought of jersey dresses
as really unflattering and badly made. My friends and I
always steered clear of them. Then Diane von
Furstenberg brought back her legendary wrap dresses
and I began to see another side to jersey. I finally got a
brain when a dressmaking pal informed me all jersey
means is it’s a thin knit. When sewn properly, jersey is
the most flattering fabric for almost every body type,
skimming past places we’d like to forget about and
creating a lovely silhouette. Thankfully, Diane von
Furstenberg helped bring it back and, this fall, countless
other designers have followed suit.

Recently, I wondered who originally inspired Diane von
Furstenberg and all the others. My money’s on Coco
Chanel. Where would fashion be without her? Born into
a poor French family, she was orphaned early and sent
to grow up in an orphanage. The poor thing may have
had incredible fashion sense, but she certainly didn’t
have the francs to keep up with the corseted, luscious
fashions of the day. So, she made her own.

Causing a scene during WWI when other fabrics were
hard to find, Chanel decided to use jersey. She
shocked the world, since it had previously only been
used in men’s underwear! It also left nothing to the
imagination – well, at least back then. Oh la la, so here
we have it: Ms. Chanel single handedly changed the
world of fashion by going with something forbidden and
showcasing the woman’s body. Chanel dismissed the
multiple undergarments wealthy women wore and their
poor counterparts tried so desperately to mimic. At first,
she was scandalous but then everyone followed her
and the revolution was complete.

So, now that we know the past, let’s talk about the
present and all the fabulous dresses I am craving. Meg
Kinney’s namesake boutique in the East Village is
celebrating its tenth anniversary. One jersey dress that
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made me feel so darn cool is called the Racerback
($165). In two attached pieces, the body is mustard
yellow and sleeveless. Then there is a hot pink piece
attached to the back that flows into a belt and wraps
around the dress making for an amazing look. There is
also a teal blue and pea green combo. It fits beautifully
and will make you feel like an edgy feminista. This
would be perfect worn alone for a night out or layered
jeans for a day of brunching and shopping.

In the summertime, it’s so easy to throw on a dress and
run out the door. But, what about when it’s cold
outside? It’s harder to find dresses that are beautiful
and appropriate anywhere you go. Saja in Nolita just
opened in late February and I already depend on them
like a newborn babe. Yoo Lee is the designer-owner of
Saja and her designs have been showcased in the
window at Henri Bendel. There is a simple black jersey
wrap front dress ($245) that is perfect for worker bees. If
you want to be fashionable, but not too risqué, this is a
perfect choice. Then there is the knit appliqué dress
($245) in that plummy brown color that’s popping up this
season. It’s very romantic and quirky - perfect for a first
date.

At former Project Runway contestant, Emmett
McCarthy’s EMc2 in Nolita, I found la crème. His silk
jersey dresses ($415) come in several different prints.
They have long bell sleeves and are sexy and chic.
Emmett showed me you could wear it either with the
skinny silk tie it comes with, a big belt or even over
some great pants. You better rush though. Emmett has
had to put in another order since they are selling out
like crazy.

So there you have it, ladies. Jersey is back. While it may
no longer be scandalous, it is flattering and sexy and
perfect for everyone.
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